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Assembly Instructions 

manual for assembling a performance for bassoon, horn, and trombone is a set of instructions. There is no master score from which a performance can be generated. Instead, each instrument has three panels that can be 
put together in any fashion. The degree of spontaneity is to be decided collectively by the performers: They may choose to go into the performance with a fully-scripted version, or choose to completely improvise, or 
explore any degree of indeterminacy in between. manual is also an exercise in listening, where each performer ideally responds to what the other two performers are doing, in addition to the sounds produced by the 
audience. 

– The musical panels can be ordered in any way. A performance does not need to include all the panels, and/or can incorporate several instances of a particular one. 

– The performers may choose to superimpose their parts from different panels. For instance, the trombonist may play their first panel over bassoon’s second and horn’s third, and so on. 

– The tempi and the durations of musical events are to be determined by the performers, either prior to performance, or in real time. In each case, listening cues will mark the ‘frame’ of each panel.  

– In situations where more than one listening cue happen, performers are free to choose any one to prescribe to, or collectively decide on new structural markers. Alternatively, the performers can also create their own 
listening cues.  

– The panels may be connected in a number of ways: 
  

• in direct succession, like an abrupt montage 
• by improvising transitions from one panel to the next 
• by crossfading through incorporating materials from one panel to the next  

– At any time, the performers are encouraged to incorporate sounds or events external to the piece into the performance situation. This can be done literally (e.g. reproducing the sound of footsteps form the audience, 
or through the mediation of the instrument (e.g. reproducing the sound of footsteps through the instrument somehow). 

– Performers should view the ‘un-scored’ elements of performance (such as taking out the mute, or the mouthpiece, or emptying the water out of the instrument) as part of the performance, possibly incorporating any 
sound produced as a by-product of such an action in the manner described above. 

Explanation of Performance Techniques 

  

– (Bassoon) flap: produced by hitting the reed with the tongue, very little pitch content. 

– bisbigliando, with two or more alternate fingerings. 
 

– open 

– closed (for horn: stopped) 

– alternation between open and closed 

– (All Instruments) When singing into the instrument, cover the mouthpiece or the crook completely with 
the mouth. Different fingerings or valve positions do not have an effect on the pitch, but rather modify 
the timbre of the voice, like a filtering effect.  

– (Bassoon) The multiphonics are given as suggestions, the performer is free to substitute different ones 
with similar properties. 

All other explanations are indicated in the parts.
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Take only brief pauses between the sound events, unless otherwise indicated.

To be modified with each repetition:

– the respective durations of the sound events
– the overall dynamic profile
– the speed of the bisbigliandi
– timbral variation on multiphonics (with bisbigliandi, or embouchure)
– ( for the second multiphonic) the speed of beating
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PANEL 1
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To be modified with each repetition:

– the overall duration of the unit
– the respective durations of the initial and final note, the glissando, as well as the pause between repetitions
– the overall dynamic profile
– the balance between the sung tone and the played tone
—the overall timbre: open, stopped, cuivré, etc.
– (after a few repetitions) introduce bisbigliando on the held C#, and vary the speed of alternation.

listening cue: bassoon’s M3 signals the end of panel.
proceed directly, or transition into the next panel, 
or end the piece. 
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harmon mute

To be modified with each repetition:

– the overall duration of the unit
– the respective durations of the initial and final note, the glissando, and the pause between the repetitions
– the overall dynamic profile
– the balance between the sung tone and the played tone
– the harmon mute: alternate between open and closed, and explore the area in between.

1 21 1221

listening cue: bassoon’s M3 signals the end of panel.
proceed directly, or transition into the next panel, 
or end the piece. 
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sing a tune that makes you nostalgic
(into the instrument)

continue singing, 
use keys to filter the voice  

vocal fry while inhaling, 
try to follow the contour 
of the melody
(continue filtering with keys)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

PANEL 2

? g optional—multiphonic on this note
 

&‹< >
 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ pick a phrase or passage of text. 

sing or speak isolated phonemes from
your phrase:

consonants — speak into the instrument
vowels — sing into the instrument. 

filter the sound constantly with different keys.

gradually include isolated words, 
while maintaining the texture of phonemes.
do not reveal whole sentences.

listening cue: trombone's vocal fry signals
the end of the panel. proceed directly, or 
transition into the next panel, or end the piece.

gradually start to reveal the text, 
with words or phonemes occasionally repeated
maintain the isolated speech sounds throughout.
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Horn in F
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sing into the instrument

filter the voice by moving the valves 
 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

pick a phrase or passage of text. 
sing or speak isolated phonemes from
your phrase:

consonants — speak into the instrument
vowels — sing into the instrument. 

filter the sound constantly with the valves.

&‹< >
hold a vowel (on a pitch)

œ

sing the last tune you 
remember hearing on the radio

PANEL 2

&(play)

&‹< >

continue singing, 
use different valve positions to filter the voice  

 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

sing or speak phonemes from
your phrase, gradually include isolated words.
do not reveal whole sentences.

&‹< > œ
 

vocal fry while inhaling, 
try to follow the contour of your tune
(continue filtering with different valve positions)

gradually start to reveal the text, 
with words or phonemes occasionally repeated
maintain the isolated speech sounds throughout.

listening cue: trombone's vocal fry signals
the end of the panel. proceed directly, or 
transition into the next panel, or end the piece.
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sing into the instrument

plunger mute +æææo ¿

 
pick a phrase or passage of text. 
sing or speak isolated phonemes from
your phrase:

consonants — speak into the instrument
vowels — sing into the instrument. 

filter the sound constantly with the mute.

gradually include isolated 
words, while maintaining the 
texture of  phonemes.
do not reveal whole sentences.

PANEL 2
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hold a vowel (on a pitch) sing the earliest tune 
you can fully remember

continue singing, 
use mute filter the voice  vocal fry while inhaling, 

try to follow the contour of the melody
(continue filtering with mute)

listening cue signaling the end of panel

 

gradually start to reveal 
the text, with words or phonemes 
occasionally repeated. maintain the 
isolated speech sounds throughout.
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mouthpiece removed

List of sounds used

fikiss the crook

— play or speak short sounds into the instrument.
(for speech: consonants such as p,ts,t,k,ch,sh, etc.)

— kissing sound (into the crook)
— flap
— strike the crook with palm

— sing a tone into the instrument while changing fingerings (filtering effect)
~~~~

  

2. as you include different sounds, gradually 
lower the ratio of the kissing sounds within the overall texture. 

1. gradually start introducing different sound types, 
while mostly maintaining the initial texture. 

PANEL 3

listening cue: When the final texture gives rise to 
silences longer than 10", proceed to the next panel, 
or end the piece. 

3. finally arrive at a texture where the sound type changes constantly, 
occasionally repeating a sound type (though not more than 3-4 times).

4. after a while, gradually slow down this texture so that the constant stream 
of sounds break into individual grains, with increasing durations of silences
in between isolated sounds.

fi [k] ~~~ [ch]

etc.
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Horn in F

mf sempre 

? fikiss the mouthpiece

1. gradually start introducing different sound types, 
while mostly maintaining the initial texture. 
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List of sounds used

ï ó ï
— play or speak short sounds into the instrument.
    (for speech: consonants such as p,ts,t,k,ch,sh, etc.)

— kissing sound (into the mouthpiece)
— slap tongue
— strike the mouthpiece with palm

— sing a tone into the instrument while changing fingerings (filtering effect)

— bisbigliando
ó~~~~

PANEL 3

4. after a while, gradually slow down this texture so that the constant stream 
of sounds break into individual grains, with increasing durations of silences
in between isolated sounds.

listening cue: When the final texture gives rise to 
silences longer than 10", proceed to the next panel, 
or end the piece. 

 

2. as you include different sounds, gradually 
lower the ratio of the kissing sounds within the overall texture. 

3. finally arrive at a texture where the sound type changes constantly, 
occasionally repeating a sound type (though not more than 3-4 times). fi [k] ~~~ ï

 
ó ï ó

etc.
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Trombone

mf sempre 

?
harmon or plunger mute

fikiss the mouthpiece
 

1. gradually start introducing other sound types, 
maintaining the initial texture. 
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List of sounds used

_ o

— kissing sound (into the mouthpiece)

— play or speak short sounds into the instrument. 
(for speech: consonants such as p,ts,t,k,ch,sh, etc.)

— strike the mouthpiece with palm
— slap tongue

— sing or play a tone while opening and closing the mute.

PANEL 3

 

listening cue: When the final texture gives rise to 
silences longer than 10", proceed to the next panel, 
or end the piece. 

4. after a while, gradually slow down this texture so that the constant stream 
of sounds break into individual grains, with increasing durations of silences
in between isolated sounds.

 

2. as you include different sounds, gradually 
lower the ratio of the kissing sounds within the overall texture. 

3. finally arrive at a texture where the sound type changes constantly, 
occasionally repeating a sound type (though not more than 3-4 times). fi [k] ~~~ +

 _
etc.
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